Times have changed. And so have cleaning protocols. Customers are faced with a range of challenges, including choosing the right solution for their cleaning and disinfecting needs.

Our Wettask™ Wiping System helps customers meet the needs of a changing world, providing them with the tools to be successful. With our expanded portfolio, customers have more options than ever – including a brand new base sheet, more high-capacity offerings and an optimized sheet size.
Our WypAll® CriticalClean range provides a high degree of confidence to reduce contamination with products specifically designed to lower human error.

**HELP TO REDUCE CONTAMINATION RISK**

**All Around Disinfection**
Our Treated Meltblown basesheet for healthcare & critical hygiene environments
- A lint-free, premium option for the highest levels of cleaning, disinfecting and sanitising
- Best overall chemical compatibility across leading chemicals
- Provides high levels of chemical absorption to allow for a more uniform release of chemical solutions across surfaces

**General Purpose Cleaning**
Our Hydroknit™ basesheet for process & maintenance environments
- The most versatile choice for everyday industrial cleaning tasks
- Strong compatibility with peroxides and alcohols
- Highly absorbent with the ability to effectively dispense chemicals, reabsorb and re-release them
- Sustainable: Up to 70% of the base sheet fibers come from a renewable resource

**Strong, Low Lint Cleaning**
Our Spunlace basesheet for process & lint-sensitive environments
- Best choice for alcohol and broad compatibility with a range of chemicals
- Very strong, thick and durable – ideal for extended use
- Clothlike – perfect for hard-to-reach areas

**Multi-Surface Disinfecting**
Our BCW (Bonded Carded Web) basesheet for hygiene-sensitive environments in all segments
- Highly textured, with superior scrubbing capabilities and bleach compatibility
- Highly compatible with bleach, peroxides and alcohols
- Soft to the touch

**Strong and low linting Spunlace basesheet**
Our Spunlace basesheet for process & lint-sensitive environments
- Strong and low linting Spunlace basesheet
- Designed for low lint cleaning with aggressive solvents
- 120 sheets (30.5 cm x 15.0 cm)
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WHY WETTASK™?

- Choice of basesheet
- Control of chemical
- Control of concentration
- Control of saturation

FILL IN YOUR LIQUID OF CHOICE

- Pour the desired disinfectant/cleaning agent into the centre of the roll. Insert the desired ring insert into the lid opening.
- Pull the wipes upwards from the centre of the roll and pass them through the opening in the ring insert.
- Screw the lid back onto the dispenser bucket and close the lid insert. Wait 20 minutes to allow the wipe roll to absorb the liquid. The wipes are then ready for use and can be dispensed.

WETTASK™ IS EASY TO USE

- Visual management
  Fill in the danger symbols on the label as required and stick them onto the back of the dispenser bucket.
- When the dispenser bucket is clearly labelled and the disinfectant/cleaning agent has been absorbed into the wipes, the wipe system is ready for use.
- Pull out the required quantity of wipes. Keep the lid insert closed between dispensing.